We 
Introduction
Edges are crucial to the interpretation of images, as evidenced by the numerous attempts at their detection. Perhaps as important as this detection is the intepretation of the edges themselves. Understanding the geometry of a scene often depends solely on the edges which signal occlusion [9] [ 14], [6] , while other types of edges may be irrelevant or distracting. However, the identification of occlusion edges is an unresolved problem in vision. Indeed, it is thought to be locally undecidable, as expressed by the classical Gestalt ownership question: does the edge belong to the figure, or to the ground? Viewed as a global problem, it is known to be combinatorially difficult: perfect line drawing interpretation is NP-complete for the simple blocks world [ 161. Various heuristics, such as contour closure or convexity, have been suggested [7] , but these do not clarify the connection between edges and scene geometry. Are there circumstances in which the inverse image of an edge onto a scene can be characterized? An examination of natural images suggests that the intensity distribution in the neighborhood of edges contains relevant information, and our goal in this In an image, occlusion edges arise when the tangent plane to the object "folds" out of sight; this naturally suggests a type of "figure". In particular, it enjoys a stable pattern of shading with respect to the edge. Fig. 1 shows how shading can be lifted into (orientation, position)-space. Notice in particular that the lift shows a jump in (position, orientation)-space, between the cylinder and the background. Furthermore, notice that this lift osculates the edge lift on the fold side, thereby answering the Gestalt question of edge ownership. At the same time, the fold side of the edge "cuts" the background scene, which implies that the background cannot in general exhibit this relationship to the edge.
Our main contribution in this paper is to develop this difference between folds and cuts in a technical sense and to propose a specific mechanism for classifying edges in terms of folds and cuts based on the interaction between edges and the shading flow field.
Folds and Cuts
In order to understand occlusion edges, we consider the image formation process which gives rise to them. This enables us to formally define folds and cuts, and also provides intuition as to how we can distinguish between them in images where shading is present.
Definitions
Consider an image I of a smooth ( C 2 ) surface C; where I is defined over the image domain 2 C R2 ( I : 2 + Rf) and C is a mapping from the surface parameter space, X C R2, to portion of 'the world', Y c R3, 
We denote the fold generator, i.e. the pre-image of 7 f o l d on C, by
Since the singularities of IIv OC lead to discontinuities if we take 2 as the domain, they naturally translate into edges in the image corresponding to the occluding contour and its end points (although due to occlusion and opacity not all of these points, as defined, are visible). Now suppose C is piecewise smooth, i.e. we permit discontinuities of all orders in E. We now have two additional sources of discontinuity in the image mapping: points where the surface itself is discontinuous,
and points where the surface normal, N E S2, is discontinuous,
As a result of occlusion, the edges present in the image have two pre-images in the scene: the edge of the occluder, and the curve that this projects to, along the view direction, on the occluded background. We denote this second locus of points as I?-shadow,
Fig. 2 summarizes the points defined so far.
Definition 2
The CUT is the set of points in the image domain where IIv o C is discontinuous due to occlusion, surface discontinuities, or surface normal discontinuities, and points where N is discontinuous.
C u t = {+ E 2 1 z p E n ( r r -s h a d o z u u r b o u n d a r y U r c r e a s e ) )
Note that ? f o l d f l 7cut may be non-empty, while their respective pre-images are disjoint, except at special points such as corners and cusps.
The appearance of folds and cuts
As a result of the projective singularity which gives rise to folds, folds and cuts have distinct appearances in images.
Consider the simple case of a surface viewed such that its image has a fold, with a curve on the surface which runs through the fold. In general, the curve in the image osculates the fold (Fig. 3) .
Let (Y be a smooth curve on the surface (C) parameter- A similar result applies to a family of curves lying on a surface. Shading on a surface can be treated as such a family of curves, so the tangency condition applies, as noted in [ 17] [ IO]; see also [2] .
point yp on the surface then Typ[C 0 a ( U ) ] C T y p [ C ( X ) ] .
For a discontinuity in the image due to a cut, the situation is reversed: a curve will generically appear to be transverse to the edge locus, and similarly for a family of curves.
Shading at an edge
Now consider a shaded image of a surface. Assuming point source illumination from infinity in the direction L and a Lambertian surface with constant albedo, then the shading at a point p is s(p) = N . L where N is the normal to the surface at p ; this is the standard model assumed by most shape-from-shading algorithms. We define the shadingjowfield to be the unit vector field tangent to the level sets of the shading field:
The structure of the shading flow field can be used to distinguish between several types of edges, e.g. cast shadows and albedo changes [I] . Applying the intuition developed in the previous section, the shading flow field can be used to categorize edge neighborhoods as fold or cut.
Since C is smooth (except possibly at rCut and at iso- Fig. 4 . This is the basis for our proposed categorization of edge points.
Proposition 1 At an edge point p E y in an image we can define two semi-open neighborhoods, N; and NF, where the sueace to image mapping is continuous in each neigh-
borhood. We can then classify p as follows:
FOLD-FOLD: The shadingflow is tangent to y in N;
and in Np", with exception at isolated points.
FOLD-CUT:
The shadingjow is tangent to y at p in N: and the shadingjow is transverse to r at p in N:, with exception at isolated points.
CUT-CUT:
The shading flow is transverse to y ut p in N: and in NF, with exception at isolated points. In the next section we discuss the computation of this categorization and demonstrate its applicability.
Computation
The condition we have described to classify edges requires a measurement of the shading flow field at an edge point. However, this is not straightforward because derivative operators that straddle an edge will produce bogus results. As an approximation, we therefore measure the shading flow at a point offset some distance from the edge in the normal direction, however we need to be careful that our measurements are not influenced by the other side of the edge (see Fig. 5 ). To acheive this we use an offset distance greater than the radius of our derivative filter. By taking shading flow measurements away from the edge, we necessarily deviate from ideal tangency measurements. To combat this we extrapolate the shading flow to the edge point using second order derivative measurements (the Hessian of the image) at our offset point.
Figures 6 through 10 demonstrate the results of our computations.
Conclusions
We have shown how occlusion gives rise to folds and cuts, and how these labels can be applied to edge classification. Rough categorizations are computable locally. Furthermore, the advantage of our analysis for this problem is that it is readily generalized to more realistic shading distributions. For example, shading that results from diffuse lighting can be expressed in terms of an aperture function that smoothly varies over the surface [ 131, meeting the conditions we described in Section 3, thus enabling us to make the fold-cut distinction. The same analysis could be applied to texture or range data (Fig. 9) . Figure 6 . A Klein bottle (a) and its shading flow field at a fold (b) and a cusp (c) (the highlighted regions of (a)). On the fold side of the edge, the shading flow field is tangent to edge, while on the cut side it is transverse. In the vicinity of a cusp, the transition is evident as the shading flow field swings around the cusp point and becomes discontinuous. (d) and (e) depict these flow fields in 2-y-8 space.
[I61 P. Parodi. The results of our classification using a first order approximation to the shading flow field at an edge. Each edge is classified on both sides.
WHITE denotes a FOLD, BLACK denotes a CUT.
(c) The results of our classification using a second order approximation. 
